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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

The book is organized-around four major areas or BLOCKS:

Block I The substance of Economics Decisions!

What shall be produced?

How shall goods and services be produced?

Who shall get the goods and services produced?

Block II The tools used by the "machine" we call Economics

Money as a trading tool

Banking as a-stimulatcir to facilitate production and consumption

Credit, a tool used by individuals, business, and government

Block III About the system of Distribution -- sharing the goods and services

The pricing system, a rationer of goods and services

How Business organizes for the job of distribution

Advertising and the market system of distribution

Occupations, a determiner of the share of goods and services received

Block IV Controlling the "machine"

Government's job of caring for the welfare of all her citizens

Taxes siphoning off funds to guarantee services best provided in common

Lobbying -- what may be good for one group may not be good for all

Insurance A stabilizing force against catastrophe
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Do you leave food on your plate?

When I was a boy, my Mother used to say it was a sin to waste food, because children

were starving in other parts of the world.

Does your Mother say that to you?

I used to think my Mother was making it up, to get me to eat. Later in life I

visited other places. I saw my mother was right. Most of the rest of the world is poor

compared to the United States. Children in many other countries do not have enough

food, clothes, medicine or ANYTHING!

You live in the richest country in the WORLD!

Even though Americans make up only 6 out of every 100 people on Earth, we

"use up" or consume about half of the world's goods.

Why do we as a nation have so much? Because we are still the world's greatest

makers or producers of goods. That is an important part of the story.

The whole story is not so simple. It is like a giant jigsaw puzzle. There are many

pieces to the puzzle.

You will learn more as you read this book. Do the activities. Pick a friend to

work with. Ask yOur teachers and parents to listen to you, too. Not only will you

learn many new things, but you'll be able to share your know!edge with others!

Norman Ellenberg



HOTLINE!
TO THE TEACHER

If you've ever spent any money, you have used an economic principle.

If you've ever earned any money, paid any tax, written a check or deferred

from making a purchase; you have invoked other economic-principles.

The plain fact is, we are all Amateur Economists without knowing it.

This book, while not a comprehensive or it -depth view of the science of Economics,

is a quick survey of some of the parts of the animal that is called "Economics." Just as

few of us would-not start out in sports by playing in the Olympics, we must start

somewhere.

That "somewhere" is the hope of these notes: that you will enter into .a pedagog-

ical partnership with your children to learn or relearn something about economics

in the context of people, not on some lofty theoretical plane.

Thomas Carlyle once called Economics "The dismal science." It needn't be. If

you can relax and assume the attitude of a non-expert about to explore, you and

your children will soon see that you are taking what you already know and putting

it into a certain context. That context, or perspective, which is another way of view-

ing the world, is Economics.

1

Safe journey,

Norman Ellenberg, Ed.D.
California State University
Los Angeles, California 90032



CHOICES

Guess, if yob can,

Choose, if you dare.

Pierre Corneille
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CHAPTER 1.

This or That? Choices

Pretend you are a WILD ANIMAL! You are out in the wilderness. Free! How

does it feel? Try out your animal voice. Share your animal sounds with a friend.

Later you get hungry. To get food you must hunt for it. If you are lucky, it

may not be far. If not, you may have to spend most of your time hunting for food,

especially_ if there is more than one "mouth" to feed.

Humans store food. We do not hunt for it each time we are hungry. Humans

also make food by growing or raising it. Does this sound like a good idea?

Humans have to decide how much food to grow or raise. Also howmuch food

to store. There are a large number of such choices that humans have,to make.

In fact, there are those who say that choice-making is the most important

activity of humans. Do you think so?

Do you buy everything you want? Probably. not.

List or draw here one thing

you have been wanting.

List or draw here one other

thing you have been wanting.
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Suppose you had to decide between the two which would you choose?

Why?

Was the price of the items important? Often the price is the most

important thing in choice-making. The price of things is usually the basic consider-

ation in choice-making for FAMILIES, too. Can you think of something your

family has been wanting?

List or draw it here:

Families make "buying-choices", too. Since economics (ee-ko-nom-iks) is all about

choosing, making and sharing, we can call these buying-choices Economic choices.

Economic choices and decisions are also constantly being made by businesses.

The managers of a business choose whether to grow larger or not. They must decide

how many things to make also how many people to hire. Should the business

gamble (or risk) on a new product? Would it be worth the risk? Every business must

continuously face difficult questions which involve choices and decisions!

Countries make economic choices, too. Think of a country as an unusuallyr
large family. Our country, the United States, must decide whether to spend money

(and how much) on the space program, defense, conservation and much more.

5



THE CHOICE GAME

BE A WILD ANIMAL AGAIN! A wolf! You are the leader of a wolf familya

pack!

It's not easy to be a GOOD leader. Your pack depends on you. There are

certain "question clouds" hanging over your head. Answers will be needed for these

questions:

1) What kind of food will the pack need? (Vegetables or meat?)

2) How much food is needed? (Enough for one meal or many meals?)

3) How much food shall the pack save? (Or should it use it all up?)

4) What method of food-gathering will the pack use? (Group or individual?)

5) How shall the pack share (divide) the food that is gathered? (Young ones

first?)

Pretend your own class is the wolf pack. Challenge them to help you find answers

for those important "question-clouds."

MORE QUESTIONS THAT REQUIRE CHOICES.

One class in a California school made up these "choice" questions:

1) Should the hunters who get the food receive the same amount as those who

stay at home? What about the leader?

2) Should sick wolves who do no work share the food?

3) What should be done with extra food not needed right away?

If you can, see what your "pack" can do with these questions.

6
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CONSUMERS

In some way, we can all produce wealth,

even while we are consuming it.

with apologies to

George Bernard Shaw

its
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Dogs consume various foods, water, air to breathe, shampoo, dog toys, medicines 

when ill, even vitamins. Also, they consume such items as vets' and kennel services, 

dog licensing services, etc. The list is very long. Note that dogs, like the rest of us, 

consume SERVICES as well as GOODS. 
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This is NOT a picture of a baby!

It is a picture of a consumer!

A consumer "uses up" or consumes goods and services. Some-

times a good is consumed slowly, like a bike. Sometimes it is

consumed quickly, like a candy bar.

CHALLENGE:

List or draw 10 things a baby consumes. Which are consumed very slowly? Which are

fast? (Check with your family members or your teacher to find out.)

If you will look into a mirror you will see a CONSUMER you know well

YOURSELF! Name 5 things you consume.

All living things, big and small alike, are consumers. We all "use up" something, even

though it is sometimes hard to see what is being consumed; see the end of this chapter for

"invisible" or intangible consuming of services.

10



Connect the dots below to show a consumer who wears no clothes, never goes

to the movies, is friendly with insects and never "eats" anything but, air, minerals

and water!
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"Invisible" consumption. What people do for you (services) are also consumed every

day of the year. Name as many services as you can. (Hint: your teacher performs a very

valuable service.)

What is the opposite of invisible? Give 10 examples of visible goods. (Hint: they are

usually 'touchable')

11
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CONVERTING*

* Special note to TEACHERS:

"Converting" is not an economic term but a

general one to describe the process of Produc-

tion. The basics still prevail: labor and tools

and place to work are used to convert raw

materials to a finished product (often a

"hidden" process.) A PRODUCER (next

chapter) is a person who does useful work.

This chapter is a lead-up to ease the student

into the subject of production.

Woman: "I can hardly believe that my beautiful fur came from such a small, smelly beast."

Mink: "I can hardly believe that they took my cousin's beautiful fur for such a large smelly

beast."

12
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CHAPTER 3.

Change It To Use It!

(Converting)

AN INVITATION

RIDDLES Can you figure these out?

1) My car rides on sticky goo from trees.

Explain.

2) My son throws pigs in the Fall.

Explain

3) Ladies sometimes wear dresses made by worms.

Explain

4) My sweater was once worn by a sheep.

Explain

5) Men wear animal skins to hold up their pants.

Explain.

ANSWER BOX TO RIDDLES
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Each of these riddles help us to know that raw materials are often CHANGED or

CONVERTED to another form before being used.
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What is your favorite food?

Where does food come from? If you said from animals and also plants, you were

certainly right!

"ONE-STEP" FOODS*

Apples come from plants. They grow on apple trees. When ripe, they can be

eaten right away. They do not have to be changed. Can you name another food that

can be eaten right away? If you thought of something like raw tomatoes or any food

that did not HAVE to be cooked or otherwise changed, you were right!

But, how do we get peanut "butter"? There is no peanut butter tree! Peanut

butter is grown as peanuts, but it has been changed into peanut butter. This makes it

a "ONE-STEP-MORE" FOOD: whole peanuts ground into a paste we call peanut

"butter".

OTHER "ONE-STEP-MORE" FOODS**

There is no bubble-gum bush! Material from a tree PLUS other things were

changed or converted into bubble gum. The same kind of change must happen before

candy is ready to be eaten.

*Nature makes the conversion

**Man-made or "assembly-line" conversion"

14



PLAY THE "ONE-STEP-MORE" GAME

A magician has changed you from

a student to a powerful GIANT! You

are so strong you can easily handle a

supermarket shopping cart with one

hand! In fact, you will handle two

carts at the same time, one with

each hand.

15



The first cart is a "One-Step Cart."

The second cart is a "One-Step-More" cart.

From your shopping list below, decide which foods properly go into each

cart. Write the name of the food on the lines available within each cart on the

following page.
SHOPPING LIST

bread lemonade butter

hamburger cheese noodles

raw peas orange can of peas

banana egg salad hot dog

milk pizza apple

ice cream eggs applesauce

lemon raw tomato

(Answers at the bottom of page)
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Answers to "One-Step-More" Game.
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PLAY THE "DUMB GENIE" GAME

You have gotten a genie from a bottle. He is strong but not too bright. He can

BUILD you anything, but needs YOU TO SUPPLY THE BRAINS!

To have him make you a finished product (one ready to be consumed), you must

tell him which "raw" or unfinished matcrial he is to use.

You have decided you want the following finished products numbered as follows:

mi

e
a gold ring for your Mother

a fur piece for a special lady

Eiplastic toys for yourself

a wooden rocking chair

a new wool carpet for your house

4

U
The raw materials needed for these five things are shown in the pictures on the

opposite page. Match by placing the proper number from above near or on each of the

raw materials so that your dumb genie will know WHICH raw material to use for each

finished product.

Remember, place the numbers carefully, if you want-the finished products to

come out right!

- Pick a friend to show this to and see if he agrees. Show this to your teacher

when finished.

18





PRODUCTION

It's usualy harder to make than break!

20
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*It
(performing useful work)

CHAPTER 4.

Production

Ever dream of being a millionaire? What would you LOOK LIKE to have all

that money? Draw a picture of yourself with all your money:

There is probably no end to the things

you'd want to buy an UNLIMITED num-

ber, right? DRAW or LIST a few of the

most important things you would buy:

Wait! - - - - a strange thing has happened!

A mysterious force has made EVERYBODY millionaires! Evcry man, woman

and child now has all the money he thought he would ever need!

Can you imagine the lines of people outside every store wanting to buy ....

.... EVERYTHING!

Soon the stores will run out of things to sell .... Frantically, the storekeepers

order more things from the makers .... but the makers soon run out of things too.

Now that everybody thinks they are so wealthy, nobody wants to WORK! And so nothing

is PRODUCED!

All that money and nothing to buy .... THINGS MUST FIRST BE MADE

BEFORE THEY CAN BE BOUGHT. It is not easy to make things.

21



Parents sometimes complain that children break things. It's usually much easier to

BREAK something than MAKE it. Do you agree?

A bicycle maker (or producer) needs lots of materials and skill to make bikes. Can

you list or draw some of the things he NEEDS?

SCOREBOA

If you said bicycle tires, handlebars, seats and chains, you were on the right track.

He also needs:

People lots of them for the many jobs to be done.

A place (factory), and land in which to make his bikes.

Money to buy materials and pay his workers.

t Machines to help him do the work quickly tools.

Putting together a working team to buy the right materials, and sell bikes that

people will buy, requires great skill. And risk. And time.

Even though people have UNLIMITED WANTS, the sad truth is that there is only

a LIMITED amount of things that can be made.

Why is this so?

Remember, you can't buy whet hasn't been made! Cheer up .... remember what

was said about the United States? We are the world's RICHEST people! Why? Because

the United States does PRODUCE more goods per person than most other countries in

the world. Compared to most other children around.the world, you're almost LIKE a

millionaire!

22
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MONEY
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MONEY

Went to the river, couldn't get across,

Paid five dollars-for an old gray hoss.

Hoss wouldn't pull so I traded for a bull.

Bull wouldn't holler so"! traded for a dollar.

Dollar wouldn't pass so I threw it on the grass.

Grass wouldn't grow so I traded for a hoe.

Hoe wouldn't dig so I traded for a pig.

Pig wouldn't squeal so I traded for a wheel.

Wheel wouldn't run so I traded for a gun.

Gun wouldn't shoot so I traded for a boot.

Boot wouldn't fit so I thought I'd better quit.

So

quit.

24
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In each picture,

which person is Buying?

which person is Selling?

CHAPTER 5.

Money

25



WHICH COST MORE? *

A dress or a piano?

Bubble gum or ice cream?

A TV set or a car?

A car or a motorcycle?

Aspirin or a bicycle?

Lipstick or a transistor?

A music record or a wrist watch?

I Six-pack of beer or can of soup?i

Play guns or shoes?

A comic book or bread?

1-1

Pick a friend to show your answers. See if you both agree. Make up some Which

Costs More? of your own. Check prices by visiting stores or looking in your

daily newspaper, or any other way you can.

WHERE DO YOU GET MONEY FROM?

*All kinds of "quali-
fiers" will emerge
fulfilling the purpose
of the activity.

check
one
or

more

26
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parents, anytime I need it

regular allowance

relatives

earn it

other



Most children get money from their parents. Sometimes a certain

amount is "allowed" an allowance. Sometimes it is earned. Some-

times it is given as a present. However you get it, money is needed

when there is something to be bought. The money that we know

most about comes in two main forms: metal coins and paper bills.

But remember that checks are money, too. We'll come to checks

later. By itself, money does little to help anyone. You can't eat it,

or wear it, or sleep on it. It is only important as a tool.

Suppose you could BE any tool you wanted?

Which tool would you choose to be?

Share this activity with a friend if you like.

What is a TOOL? Any tool?

If we think of a tool as something that helps us do a job you might ask what

job money does. The answer is lots of jobs are done by money.

JOBS MONEY CAN DO

For one thing, storekeepers accept money in exchange for the things people buy.

Like a trade of one thing for another. Storekeepers would rather take your money in

trade for something they are selling. They probably don't need your ball, trading cards,

watch or gadget.
27
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Can you remember the last time you were in a store? Did you buy something?

Was the trade easy to make?

You can see that money is a handy tool no matter where you live. It makes

trading a lot simpler and easier and faster!

Money is like having ONE SPECIAL TOOL do hundreds of jobs!

PLAY THE "MORE-THAN-A-DOLLAR/LESS-THAN-A-DOLLAR" GAME:

Do the following things usually cost more than a dollar or less than a dollar?

Place a check in the column you think is correct, and be prepared to discuss

your answer.

a postage stamp

a ball point pen

movie ticket

a hard cover book

a gallon of gasoline

a girl's bracelet

a hairbrush

a pocket comb

half gallon of milk

shoe laces

laundry detergcnt

More Less

Pick a friend to show your answers. If you have a toy cash register, you can ring up

the costs. Check to see.how right you are. Visit stores or look at prices in the news-

paper, or ask your parents, to see how close you come to the real price.

28
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Handling money

Pretend a rich re!ative gave you $5.00 to spend. Write down or draw what you

would buy and how much each thing costs. Maybe your teacher would let you do this

in class. Later, you might want to make your own store. At that time use play or real

money if you can.

Circle those things which cannot be bought with money. (Deliberately ambiguous)

29



There is a limit to what money will buy.

There is also a limit to how much money

there is! (Banks and our government control

the supply)

Money is printed by governments. They put out only a limited amount. If they did

not, it would soon lose its value. This once happened. Before paper money was

printed, tobacco was used as money. Soon, there was so much "tobacco-money"

planted, it became as common as air. It then lost its value because it was not scarce

any longer.

If you had a time machine, you could go back in time!

You would see that other things were once used as

money: tobacco, salt, stone, dog's teeth, beads,

shells, even cattle.

30
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Pretend you are the King or Queen of your own country. Without using metal

coins or piper money what would you declare as money?

00037'.



Use the following money-list to see if your "new-money" is as good as coins and bills:

1) Is the supply limited?

2) Is your new money easy to carry and store?

3) Is your new money strong; will it last?

4) Can it be divided easily? (not all things

cost one whole shell or two whole cubes

of salt.)

Yes No

Since you are the RULER, it is assumed that the new money will be accepted by all.

Do you think your new money is as good as coins and bills?

Why or why not?

Bills and coins are not the only things that are accepted as money. Bank checks

are the most common and the most important. Actually most money exchanges are

made not with bills and coins, but with CHECKS!

Here is what a bank check looks like:

tHE

SAFE BANK
7VS-0 5AFESPIZ PRO, SAFEclili CALIF.

1:22111Ons In 569:41

PAY tO
OnElt OF

30-21

77

0.41s,
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Let's fill in a check. Walk in my "ant-steps" to Box Number 1. Don't skip around.

Follow the number order if you want to get it right. READ all 5 boxes before you

write.

Box 2.

Put on your magic eyelens and

find the word "of". Place your

little finger on it. Now write

the full name of the person or

business that is to get the

money.

Box 1:

Put the date here. Tile month,

the numeral to show the day,

and then the year. Part of the

year is already filled in.

TO THE.
ORDER

AY

SECURITY PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK I

Box 3:

The dollar sign is here already.

We have added a decimal point.

Checks are written in numerals

in dollars and cents, even when

there are NO cents. ($5.00)

This check is for exactly five

dollars. But it could have been

for any number of other com-

binations.

44444 wet .....

DOLLARS

Box 4:

You will be writing

"Five and 00/100" ... The

amount of money is written out

in words here. Often a line frac.

tion is used for the cents. Ask

your teacher why.

Box 5:

You sign your name as you normally write it.

NO PRINTING, only SCRIPT is accepted.

If you followed all the squares, you are one of us checkwriters.

Give yourself a hug.

33
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A Bank is a business like any other

business only richer?

with apologies to

Ogden Nash.

11.mi V
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CHAPTER 6.

Banks

Look at your hands. Can you sse inside to your blood and bones? Even though

you can't see it, work is going on under your skin, to keep you alive. This also hap-

pens in a bank. You can't usually see the main work of a bank. Can you guess what

that work is?

Check only ONE box:

collecting money

nstoring money

lending money

counting money

carrying money

If yos: checked the third box, lending money, you are right,

though a bank does all of these things!

PLAY THE MONEY-LENDING GAME

Pick a friend to be a borrower. You be the Banker! Let your friend ask for a loan to

buy something big. Make him prove he is honest and will be able to pay back the loan.

Then switch places and you be the borrower.

You now know what it feels like to be a banker. A banker is a business man. His busi-

ness is money and credit. No businessman can stay in business unle.:.s he makes a profit.

That means he must get back a little more money than he lends out. This extra money is

called interest. Much of the interest goes to pay for the COSTS of banking: wages, rent,

etc. Part of the interest charged becomes PROFIT or REWARD, for the bank-business

itself.

35
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INTEREST

Think of the last time you took a bath with a real

sudsy soap. When you added the soap to the water,

it probably became a little "fluffier" than before.

Why?
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The EXTRA "fluff" in the water, in a way, is like the interest on a loan. When you

pay back a loan with interest, you pay back MORE than you borrowed. Can you explain

why this is necessary?

INTEREST also works for you. You-are rewarded when you leave your savings in a

bank. You are GIVEN INTEREST or extra money, since the bank has been using your

money. (Remember, banks must charge their borrowers a higher rate of interest than they

pay their savers in order to make a profit and be able to provide the service.)

36
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PLAY THE BANKER'S GAME

Set up your own Bank. Use real money if you can. Write down the amount

of money each player puts in: you'll need a dollar bill, a nickel and a quarter.

You are the Banker. Pick a friend to be a saver. Pick another friend to be a borrower.

The saver deposits one dollar ($1.00) in your bank. Take his dollar and lend it to the

borrower for a year. Make believe the year is now up. Reward the saver by GIVING him

interest: 5¢ . Now have the borrower pay you back the dollar PLUS 100 interest:

You are now 5¢ richer!

It is not all profit. You must use some of it to pay the people who work in

your bank. You must also meet other expenses: rent, light, etc. You had better

put out lots of other loans if you want to stay in business.

Since you want to get others to deposit money in your bank, maybe you'd

like to offer them a free gift? (Just like Banks sometimes do). You will have to

decide on gifts that are not too expensive. Why?

Yet, the gifts have to be wanted items.

What will you give?
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WHAT HAPPENS TO THE MONEY A BANK GETS? (It gets LOANED out)

Money gets used by business men, new parents, home-owners, vacation-seekers,

car-buyers. It is loaned to lots of people, for all sorts of reasons.

Certain foods burn and become wasted unless they are stirred by a cook (like

chocolate pudding). Banks have the job of stirring or CIRCULATING money by

"loaning it out".

This enormously usefurservice is used by Consumers to buy goods and by Business

to help sell and produce goods. It may seem strange, but often the better the stirring, that

is, the more activity, the better it can be for all. "Working" money is better than "idle"

money for our economy. Can you explain why?

KEEPING ADULTS INFORMED

Most adults think children store money only in old-fashioned "piggy-banks."

Is this true? Now in ONE MINUTE sae if you can name FIVE

(or more) other money-containers than can hold coins and bills that have been saved.

1

2

3

4

5
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BANKS DO MANY THINGS

To find out what things banks do, play the Detective Game. You are the

detective on a bank case. You will have to FIND OUT THINGS!

1.

The Case:

Find out WHO among your "suspects"

have different kinds of activities at banks.

Which- suspects have money in a SAYINGS account?

2. Which suspects have a CHECKING account?

3. Which suspects have BORROWED money?

Remember a good operator works quietly and gets his "suspects" alone one

by one. Use relatives or other adults. Find out who can be listed below in each of

the three groups. Some suspects will fit into two lists, or even all three!

1. 2. 3.

Savings Account
Suspects

Checking Account
Suspects

Money Borrower
Suspects

.... WAIT!

We have hurt a banker's FEELINGS!

He wants "to get into the act", too! He wants us to know that EACH kind of

activity has a purpose:

Savings Accounts hold UNSPENT INCOME, not immediately needed. You will

get INTEREST on this money.

Checking Accounts are a CONVENIENCE for paying bills. They allow us to save

steps by doing business through the mail. This money is usually needed almost immedi-

ately by the check-writer and most often does not earn interest.
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The borrowing of money is often necessary when immediate cash (especially large

amounts) is not on hand. (See next chapter on Credit) It shows a certain amount of

FAITH that the country will be operating "tomorrow". Certain nations are not so

steady and nobody is sure that things will be normal for very long.

Ask your teacher about this.

Put an X on the Cocker Spaniel dog. CIRCLE the picture of the Greyhound.

UNDERLINE the Great Dane. Put a BOX AROUN1D the Basset Hound.

Not all dogs are exactly alike. Not all Banks are exactly alike, either.

FOR BANKING GENIUSES ONLY

Different banking services are usually provided by different types of banks. Some

will argue that certain "banks" are NOT EVEN BANKS!

Your assignment, should you be brave enough to take it on, will be to FIND OUT

the differences between COMMERCIAL BANKS, SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS,

MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS, even INVESTMENT BANKS in short, as many as you

can as many that exist!
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CREDIT

Let us all be happy and live within our

means, even if we have to borrow the

money to do it with.
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CHAPTER 7.

Credit

4101,144

"Could I pay you later? I forgot my wallet!"
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The cartoon tells us something about credit. The customer is known to the store-

keeper. The storekeeper knows the man cannot pay now. The customer gets his news-

paper without paying for it right-away. The customer will pay back what he owes but

later! Then his "credit will be good".

Would the storekeeper have trusted YOU to "buy now pay later? Why or why

not?

CREDIT POWER

Your credit power is based on something known about you; are you likely to
. . _ . ..

pay back what you borrowedand on time?

From the following list below, ch9ck only those boxes that seem important for a

credit-giver to know about you, the person wanting to get credit. (see answers below)

I your hat size 4 foods you like

2 how you get money 5 [7 the valuables that you own

3 sports you enjoy 6 your past credit record

Answers to Credit Quiz

.noA of ABB10 10U 9.1B SLUM! 91.1110 AUB p sJaqaeal AnoA inpn

Nom ved z46p aql uo an noA g pue g'7 saxoq pailoaqo noA fl

Have you ever bought anything by "owing" a person? In other words, have you

ever been allowed to use something without trading or paying for it right away? If

you have, you have been in a "credit deal."

DID YOU PAY BACK? ON TIME?

Would you agree that getting credit was a great convenience?
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WHO GIVES CREDIT?

Adults buy many things "on credit." Gasoline stations and department stores have

for many years allowed customers to buy on credit. Buying on credit is now one of the

most popular ways of doing business. An identifying card is given that looks something

like this:

C C12EP1T CARD

RA MDIR T ---1
UN Kt, cALIFOKN IA

97§ 32 KV.
1111rd ill HU
MK. StENIEN 5ANICK

PREFERRED
c uSioMig
SINCE

13Z 5

GO ON A CREDIT CARD HUNT!

Challenge a friend to see who can track down the most credit cards! Write down

(and draw the designs) of the companies that issue credit cards. Leave out the name

of the person on the card, since it is not important. The one with the longer list is the_ -
CREDIT CARD KING.

IS CREDIT FREE?

Very few people are able to completely pay for a car when they buy it. But credit

is also commonly used for many, many other items. Lending agencies advance people

money and get interest for it. The credit buyer then has to pay something each MONTH

on the cost of his purchases PLUS INTEREST CHARGES. Credit is seldom free; a

person pays for this convenience!

WHO GETS CREDIT?

Can a child get credit? Usually not. A regularly employed person, however, can

usually get some credit. He is especially likely to get credit if he has borrowed in the

past and has paid back on time.
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PLAY THE CREDIT CARD GAME

Design your own credit card or copy one that you have seen. Pretend you have

bought three things with your credit card:

1) an expensive "board" game $10

2) a music album $5

3) a sports item $10

Get three cereal bowls; each empty bowl will be able to hold money for each of the

three things bought with Credit. You are now in debt for $251

Your job is to prove to an adult that you ARE ABLE to pay back, a little eta

time, with whatever money you really have. Use real money if you can. Place money in

all three cereal bowls if you can. From your money that you get or earn, how much

money can you pay back EACH WEEK?

Can you pay back on ALL THREE THINGS

at the same time? (What is your plan?)

If not, can you pay back on JUST TWO

THINGS? Which ones?

If not, can you pay back on JUST ONE

THING? Which one?

How long will it take you to pay back?

Maybe you cannot afford ANY OF THE THREE THINGS AT THIS TIME: (It is

well known that sometimes adults "go broke" because of too much credit buying.)

The credit "tool" is valuable, when used wisely! It helps ouECONOMY keep on

growing. It meets emergencies. Even BUSINESSES AND GOVERNMENTS use credit!
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SECTION FOR GENIUS ONLY

City children may have seen "sandwich-signs." Often, other children have not.

(7ri It%

Meet Sam,

the Sandwich Man:

Sam's job is to advertise things. This week he is advertising CREDIT. Naturally,

his signs will ONLY show the GOOD PARTS of credit. (Knowing what a genius you

are, he's sure you know the risks of credit.)

Sam is a little absent-minded; he forgot to print in his messages! He has three

sandwich-signs that he will carry this week, (one at a time). Help him out by choosing

three reasons why credit is useful: Print three messages on his "boards." (Some

possibilities are on the next page.)
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1) Credit cards allow you to buy now and pay later!

2) You get a printed record of each purchase.

3) Sometimes you SAVE MONEY you can buy when

prices are lower during a sale.

4) Some people hate to see their paper money "disappear"

they can buy easier with a plastic card or metal plate.

5) Returning unwanted things is simplified, when you

change your mind.

6) You can order by mail or phone more easily.

7) Many stores give credit customers advance notice of sales

(first choice).

8) Extra charges made of credit customers can be taken off

income taxes. Ask your teacher about this.

9) Don't stop now fill this page; ask credit-users or

others to help you.
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PRICES

The price of something is important

only after you know its value.

apologies to Oscar Wilde-
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CHAPTER 8.

Prices

Let's hunt for GOLD!

Imagine you are a prospector in Alaska.

Gold can be gotten by "panning" for it like this:

4;f 'boos?



More commonly, Gold is found "locked" into rock, as ore Gold ore.

Fortunes were made by men who "struck it rich." Others came. Whole towns

grew up overnight during a "Gold Rush."

This caused problems. There wasn't enough time to plan for new towns.

So the things people needed weren't around. Prices rose.

How would you like to pay $10.00 for ONE EGG? This actually happened.

Why should the price of an egg go so high?

Guess-

You deserve a medal if you said: "when the demand or desire for eggs is high, and

the supply of eggs is low, the price of eggs goes UP."

If the demand for eggs fell, and the supply of eggs is increased, what would happen to

egg prices?

Guess-

If you said, the price would go down, give yourself a hug.
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PLAY THE BARGAINING GAME

ATTENTION!

Pick out something to sell. A toy a game a book, perhaps. What have you

chosen?

Determine its value. Decide the least amount of money you would sell it for.

Checklist:

What was its original cost?
(guess if you're not sure)

Is it new? Used things are usually worth less.

Is it still in usable condition?

Is the item a wanted one?

Write down that amount of money you decided on. Keep that figure handy at

all times. Do not reveal it. You are the SELLER.

Now, pick someone to play the other role: the BUYER. Your job as the seller

is know the least amount of money you will settle for. BUT . . . . you will try to

get the MOST money you can. (just like the makers and sellers of goods anywhere)

You START the game by asking -a price you KNOW IS TOO HIGH (allowing

you to come "down" later).

The buyer FOLLOWS by offering a price wh:ch is TOO LOW (allowing him

room to raise it later).

The CHANGES in asking and offering that follow are called BARGAINING. In

some countries, people like to bargain on almost everything that is bought and sold.

They enjoy the bargaining skill almost like a game. Most Americans do not fully under.
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stand this. We usually do not accept bargaining as a game to be enjoyed between people.*

Yet, a form of bargaining is the way some store prices are set. A price is placed on an item.

If the item does not sell at that price, it gets lowered until it does sell. That is what a

"Sale" is: a lowering of prices.

In a way, it's like "bargaining" with the store, but not face-to-face! And it is a

slower and less obvious form of bargaining. in our game, when both buyer and seller

agree, the price of the item is set. And the game is over.

*But, we do bargain for

cars and houses.

Challenge: Can anyone

think of other situations

where bargaining is

common in the U.S.?
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.WHAT'PRICE WOULD YOU CHARGE?

You have just invented a new toy. Have you ever heard of the "hula-hoop"?

Your invention is like a "hula-hoop", but it is used on the fingers. Before you make

a price, use the following puzzle to help you. Remember, you may not cross any

lineit blocks your pencil. Move through open spaces only. Some of the things to

consider are lettered in the puzzle-maze:

Directions:

Without lifting your pencil, try to reach the "price" through each problem-cell

2
E

4
L1J

M

C(I)
(f)

f 0
A ChGfill

/.\ Cso
Z
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What Price did you decide on?

Ask a friend if he would pay that amount for a finger hula-hoop.

PLAY THE "PRICES UP/PRICES DOWN" GAME.

Consider the new toy you invented. When it first comes out, all your friends

will want one. Will the price be UP or DOWN? Why'

1.1

Use an arrow like this t for UP.

Use an arrow like this 4, for DOWN.

You keep selling you; new toy. Pretty soon, everybody has one. Will the

price go UP or DOWN? Why?
(Use the Arrow Code)

More "Prices Up/Prices Down:" (use the arrow code)

1) Buying a swim suit when summer is over.

_____ 2) Buying fresh fruit (not canned) in winter.

3) Being the first in your neighborhood to get a new-type TV.

4) A food-maker changes over to quick-cook, fast-serve packages from his old

way.

5) Buying a shoe style that will not be made anymore.

_____ 6) Buying a sweater with slight, hidden damage.

7) Buying Christinas cards AFTER the Christmas season.

8) Things put into extra fancy packages the "insides" are still the same.

9) Buying a large number of an item, not just one.

10) When many people are out of work.

GENIUS SECTION:

Make up your own PRICES UP/PRICES DOWN item.

Test it out on a friend or an adult.
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AMERICANS NEED
ECONOMIC EDUCATION
AS .NEVER BEFORE!
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BUSINESS

The real business of Business is people.
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CHAPTER 9

Business

You are lucky! You just inherited a gum-ball factory! You will get the chance to

obtain income not only from your own labor, but from profits on your property.

You are now a businessman!

Since you are so nice, you are going to GIVE EACH child in your school a free

gum-ball. How many children are there in your school? Guess: Ask your

teacher or principal. Were you close'

If you have a few hundred gumballs to pass out, one-at-a-time, it may take a long

time. It might make people impatient to wait so long. Can you figure out ways todo it

which would speed up the process?

List them here:

You can see that handing out goods one-at-a-time can be improved. That's why we

have stores. Giving away your gumballs through a store would be much faster. Stores

sell MANY of ONE THING. And many KINDS of things, all together in one place. It is

convenient. Draw a picture of your favorite store or one that you'd LIKE to have as

your favorite:

Who owns that store?

Many times, when we don't know or it's hard to find out,who owns a store, it is

because it is owned by a corporation. Big stores are usually owned by corporations. (More

about this later.)
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This man says, "I am my own Boss."

He means he owns and controls his business SINGLY, or alone. This is a business

arrangement single ownership (or proprietorship.)
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It makes it easier for both of us."

This business arrangement is common

it is known as a partnership. More

than two parsons can be involved,

however.

61

This man says, "I am my

own Boss, too, but I share

everything with another man.

He is my partner. We share

our work and money as

partners.



Who owns your school"

If you said, "the people who live there own the school TOGETHER," give your-

self a hug.

Interestingly, having something owned by many people is the most important form of

any of the BUSINESS ARRANGEMENTS the CORPORATION.

ltlost corporations are organized-to earn money. But some are not. Are public schools

organized to earn money' . Pat yourself on the back if you said, "No."

(Schools are NOT corporations, yet they resemble them in some ways ask your parents

to explain this.)

Unlike schools, which are a special form of the government, most other corporations

ARE organized to earn money: like the large store we spoke of earlier.

Since a business corporation is owned by many people, you could be an owner buy

a share of stock on the stock market and you will OWN part of a corporation. Many people

are needed to raise all the money needed by big business. TOGETHER they share the

PROFITS and RISKS, hoping to earn money.

FOR THE ABLE:

What are the advantages of this shared ownership'

Any disadvantages'

Are business corporations organized to earn money"

How do you know"

Remember, Corporations come in all sizes: small, medium or large (even SUPER!)

All businesses are owned by someone: who OWNS you? I
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PLAY THE BUSINESS GAME

Here are three TYPES of Business

Poving people and
things)

(Telling things)

.-
.L.-,44,. ...,

Oa
a

for the for the

TRANSPORTATIMI COMMUNICATIONS

BUSINESS- BUSINESS

(Making things)

"Ni"

for the

MANUFACTURING

BUSINESS

Ask your teacher to help you learn the jawbreaker words above. Under each

picture below-place a "T", "C" or "M" to show into which of the three TYPES of.

Business each of the items might belong. (We are limited here to only three)

Answer Box for the BUSINESS GAME
ApAgoe sly} znoqe Jatioen-anoA Ise JO puapj a Now

iii puajaP '6upal AnoA JOAO

jr.a1J05 SAUMIO J3MSUB 3Ncj Rue SI wows zAtim ssan6 noA ue3
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ADVERTISING

The codfish:lays-ten thousand eggs,

The homely hen lays one,

The codfish never cackles,

To tell you that she's done.

And so we acorn the codfish,

While the humble hen we prize,

Which only goes to show you

That it pays to advertise.
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CHAPTER 10.

Advertising

FILve you ever thought about walking INTO the TV picture?

Let's do it!

Now you can scoop up all the toys and other

things that you've been seeing! What will you

pick? List or draw those things here:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Seeing a thing advertised on TV is one reason why we CHOOSE certain items

to buy.

. There are other reasons too. Check to see which reasons (listed below), explain

ilow you came to own certain things:

Check orgror more.

someone else had one

ricame as a gift

171 saw it in a store

ri, saw a picture of it

1-1 some other way (explain)

Did you ever fight inilth someone over something, a toy perhaps? Both of you
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wanted the same thing at the same time. Businesses do this. Businesses fight or COM-

PETE with one another for our attention and our DOLLARS! Each wants us to buy

his service or product. A battle weapon? ADVERTISING!

Advertising is a powerful force that tells us what is for sale. It also creates a

desire in us for things. It suggests new products for us to try. It repeats the message

often urging and convincing us to buy. It reminds us that products will benefit us

in many ways. We see people we admire using products so th6 product MUST BE

GOOD! is this necessarily so? You might ask your teacher to,help you think through

the effect advertising has on you.

WHY DID YOU BUY?

PRETEND YOU are HYPNOTIZED! You are in a TRANCE! You will think of

things that you or members of your family may have bought, because it was advertised!

Below are groupings of things to help you remember since you must use your powers of

remembering:

food items (chewed or eaten)

bubble bath, toothpaste (any "health" item)

toys that move (like cars)

"cuddle" toys (like figures or dolls)

sports items (like balls or bikes)

board or floor games

books, magazines, puzzles

"doing" items (like building or art-coloring sets)

items to look at (like those you put on a shelf or paste to a wall)
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Now that you have thought awhile you are still HYPNOTIZED, so you must

obey!

List those things you bought because they were advertised. You will need a good

list in order to play the "Heads/Tails" Game.

1

2

3

4.

5.

6

7.

8.

9.

10

PLAY THE "HEADS/TAILS" GAME

Get a coin. Look at it carefully. One side is called "heads." See if you can

tell why. The other side is called "tails." Be certain you know which is the "head

side" and which is the "tail side."

You are now ready to play the Heads/Tails Game. Go back to your list of

items that you bought because of advertising. Consider each item, one at a time.
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When the item was brought home and used, were you disappointed that it was not

as good as you thought it would be?

Items that did satisfy you will go into the HEADS column.

Items that did NOT satisfy you will go into the TAILS column.

HEADS TAILS

It is very hard to remember way back from when you WANTED an item to the

time you actually GOT it.

Remember that you are still hypnotized so you will do correctly what you are

asked to do!

Now, consider just the items in the TAILS column.

What would you say to a younger child about buying those items?

Give him some tips on how to spend his money wisely. Buying things and "letting

certain things go" are difficult choices to make.

Now go to a mirror and give those same tips to the wiser child you see there!
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OCCUPATIONS
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OCCUPATIONS CAREERS JOBS

Puzzlers:

What is work?

What is play?

Can work ever be play? Explain:

Can play ever be work? Explain:

e ..4.1I.) v
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CHAPTER 11.

Occupations (Careers or jobs)

Find a mirror. Look at yourself. Try to imagine yourself as an airline pilot.

Does it seem possible? Imagine yourself in other jobs:

a nurse or a writer of verse

a musician or a magician

a song writer or sky-writer

a pizza maker or cookietaker

a hairdresser or pants presser

a mine worker or soda jerker

an astronaut are you short?

is this too tame? then play a game

PLAY THE OCCUPATIONS GAME

Pick a friend. Both of you will need pencil and paper. One of you writes down

the name of an occupation. The other must match it by naming a different occupation.

No repeating allowed. Wheri one of you is unable to go on, the other player is the first

winner. The other player is the-second winner.

You are NEVER TOO YOUNG to think about what you will be when you grow

up. Most people work most of their lives. There are over 20,000 listed occupations!

That is a lot to think about, so it is best to start early!

WHY DO PEOPLE WORK?

Children get money from adults. But where do adults go money? Mostly from

work. Some people have jobs or own businesses where they make a lot of money and

other have jobs where they less, sometimes vary little.
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WHO EARNS MORE MONEY?

1

a store clerk, or a doctor?

an astronaut, or a TV repairman?

a gardener, or a movie star?

a candy store owner, or TV announcer?

a professional ballplayer, or a roofing worker?

a waitress, or a dynamite worker?

Pick a friend to work with on these. See if you agree.

Ij

MORE MONEY FOR HIGH RISK

People who take chances or- RISKS in their work usually make more money.

Sometimes the risk is to their money, like a businessman. A businessman who drills

for oil is in a high-risk business. If his business is not successful, he risks losing his

money. If his business does well, he can make lots of money! Sometimes the risk is

to a human life: like the worker who paints bridges or works with explosives. He

will usually earn more money than someone who does not take these risks.

,Find your mirror. Examine yourself. Do you think you would like to be in a

business where there is high risk?* If you can't answer now, think about it. The

answer may appear to you at some time in the future.

MORE MONEY FOR LONG TRAINING

Jobs that require more education usually pay more. Dentists, lawyers, and

doctors take a long time to be trained. The demand for these services is high but

the supply is seldom abundant. Their skills are considered important by people and

are costly.

*Of course there is some risk in any career.
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Use your mirror again. Examine yourself. Do you think it is worth it to strug-

gle through long training? Many who have done it say "YES", it is worth it!" If you

can't answer now, think about it. The answer may come to you in the future, if you

tell your brain to think about it!

Why does your choice of an occupation decide in a

big way which goods you and your family will be

able to afford? (Some call this "life-style.")

EARNINGS THAT CHANGE

Some workers are not paid a regular, set amount of money. Some sales persons

are paid according to how much they sell. If they sell a lot, they earn a lot. When

they sell less, they earn less. Is this also for business people?

Successful salespeople are among the

highest paid workers in the world!

Certain other workers are paid only for each "piece" of work done: piecework-

ers. They receive an amount of money for each hat, radio or box of cherries completed.

They are usually very fast workers or else they could not make enough money.

See if you can find anyone who is in sales work. Also hunt for a person who can

tell you about piecework. Ask them to tell you about tneir jobs.
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PIECEWORKER SPEED RACE

Pick a friend to see who

can work faster! Select a job

like cleaning erasers, or empty-

ing waste baskets. Ask an adult

L.; help you select the job. Set

a time limit of 5 minutes. Re-

member, speed is not enough!

The job must be done in a complete way. Count how many "pieces" each person

completes. The player with the higher number is the better pieceworker.

SEASONAL WORKERS*

Workers who get work for only parts of the year usually do not earn as much as

workers who work the year-round. Fruitpickers have to go where the crop ;s and so

work mainly during the harvest season. For This reason they are called "seasonal work-

ers." Do you think the pay is high? Askyour.teacher.

4
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*Seasonal unionized people, however, get more, not less. Often building trades have.a
higher rate of.pay to offset bad weather's limited earnings.
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TOO MANY WORKERS? less money, and less jabs.

ONLY A FEW HIGHLY TRAINED WORKERS? .. .. more money, and more jobs.

In certain businesses many workers try for only a few jobs. Often the needed skills

DO NOT REQUIRE LONG PERIODS OF TRAINING. Unskilled workers usually are

paid less than skilled workers. Even when the work is hard on the body, like lifting or

cleaning things, the pay is usually lower. The importance of developing job skills is

obvious!

How different is the new computer industry! It is an example of high pay for

high skills. People who know several foreign languages are few in number. They too,

are often highly paid. And they often are able to have more choice as to which job

they will take!

THE STRANGE CASE OF THE DISAPPEARING JOBS

Computers have made many new jobs. Other jobs have disappeared. Here are

five occupations no longer with us:

1. lamplighters

2. town criers

3. book copiers

4. buggy-whip makers

5. knockers up (used a long handle to tap the window)

Can you guess what tasks each of these workers DID? Can you guess why they

are no longer needed? Ask your teacher to listen to your answers.
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ZOOM INTO THE FUTURE! *

Right now there is no such job as MOON POLICEMAN. It would be an occupa-

tion of the future. Pick a friend to work with and sr,e if you can invent a JOB-OF-

THE-FUTURE.

Don't be afraid to let

your imagination run WILD.

When you decide- on a job-

of-the-future, ask another

friend who does not know

what you are doing if he

would like that job.

See if he is-pb,71ed.

*One in four of, all the

occupations that wit
exist in 1980 doesn't

yet exist.
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GOVERNMENT

Perhaps the only function of Government should be

to make life livable for all of us.

Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes
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CHAPTER 12.

Government

Got any brothers and sisters? (or a close friend?)

Ever fight with one of them?

Ever dream about how nice it would be to have your brothers and sisters

scattered to other places for awhile?

Pretend each of your brothers or sisters is away at a different friend's house for

a week. How does it feel to be alone?

During the week your parents announca that your family will visit the amuse-

ment park RIDES! You must now contact your brothers and sisters to tell them.

Then you must arrange for the group to meet. Then you must gather at the right

time. When you do all this, you may rest .

. . . . NO! Your parents forgot to tell you that the day before you go you all

must get some new clothes. Now you must contact each of your brothers and sisters

and go through the entire process again!

It might get tiring. A scattered family is not CONVENIENT! Neither is a scattered

country.

What State do you live in?

Suppose your state printed its awn money? When visiting-another- state, your

state's money might NOT be accepted. Like the invonvenience of a "sAttered family",

this money-system would not be convenient.

It is convenient to have one kind of money for all our fifty states accepted by 311

without trouble or question "CENTRAL- MONEY!"

A central system within one country is a great convenience.
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What's your favorite TV program?

Many of the TV programs you watch come from distant cities. If this free move

ment of programs within our nation were not allowed, you might not see much TV.

Free movement of food, toys, money, materials and TV programs is now possible

but at one time this was not so. This development has enriched our lives.

People who draw for newspapers usually show our central or federal government

this way:

,15

connect the dots

P.1.

1%7

6, qs

5

The cartoon man who represents our country, the United States of America, is

called "Uncle Sam." Can you guess why?
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The "U" comes from "Uncle" the "S" from "Sam" "U.S." which means the

United States.

This started long agoras an unfriendly name, but gradually was accepted. Our

law-makers in Washington, D.C., "Congress", made a ruling accepting "Uncle Sam"

as our national symbol. When you see a picture of Uncle Sam the artist means our

entire nation or country.

Someone once said that Government is like a parent - it takas care of us, rewards

us, sets rules (laws) and punishes us when we break the rules.

Just as many of us have more than one parent, we live under more than just one

government! We live under a central U.S. government. We also have State and local

governments. The "local" government is the one in your city, village, township, or county.

Name your "local" government:

Check with your teacher to see if you are rig! .

v
1.-ti

J1U1GLETEN
Bees are cruel!

Did you know that they get rid of anybody who can't work? (Except the-young)

Even if a bee wants to work, but is too old, or too sick, out it goes!

Do YOU work full-time for a living?

If not, be glad you're not a Bee!

Long ago, PEOPLE used to get rid of the old or sick.

In some parts of the world, they STILL do.

The U.S. government tries to keep the economy's engine running to provide

jobs in business for all who are looking for work.
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06 system is not perfect. But, we are lucky because we live in a country that

cares about the welfare of its people, like a good parent. Old and young alike.

BE A SCIENTIST

Here's your microscope. We are going

to look at slides. The first slides are YOUNG

slides. They will focus on things our govern-

ments do for the young:

Slide 1. The United States is one of the very

few countries that provides a free

education foi all. That is a huge and

expensive job.

Slide 2. The children of mothers who cannot leave them to go to work are provided for.

Here is a slide for the "old"

Slide 1. The United States has a giant plan to help old people

not worry about money: Social Security.

Here are some slides that affect BOTH old and young:

Slide 1. Widows, (ladies whose husbands have died) are

helped. Even when a widow is not old.
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Slide 2. When a worker is hurt and cannot ever work again, he will be helped. This

can happen to young persons as well as older ones.

Slide 3. Out-of-work people, whether they are men or women,-young or old, are

helped to find new jobs or given some money to help out for a time. In

some cases, they are trained to do new work, because their old skills are

not needed.

HUMAN WELFARE PLANS

These piple-helping plans seen on the slides are far from perfect plans. There

are some who say when workers do not produce, they should not get any money.

Others say that since goods are NEEDED even when one does not or cannot work,

help should be given because it is fairer.

People argue VERY STRONGLY about human "welfare".

Welfare plans have to invented we just don't find them! Can you invent a plan

for human welfare better than the bees' plan?

Ask your teacher to talk this over with you.
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TAXES

Taxes never get the right amount of money

from the right people

are never enough to do the right jobs

are never collected at the right time

... . but in this world nothing is certain

but Death and Taxes!

(adapted from Benjamin Franklin)
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CHAPTER 13.

Have you ever felt like running away.'

Grownups feel that way sometimes, too. Especially

when they have to pay Taxes! What is a tax?

Let's all run away to "NoTaxLand!" Here our money for candy, cars, movies

and EVerything buys more. No taxes! How sweet!

Hold it, here comes someone with a Gun. He's going to take our money away

help, Police!

I just remembered there are no Police! This is NoTaxLand so there are no

taxes to pay for police. Well, the thief got away. Besides Police, I wonder what else

we're going to have to do without? We'll use a Peep Box to show us.

PLAY THE PEEP BOX GAME (See page 86)

A Peep Box is something you look into like a telescope. It has pictures inside.

Try to guess what we're going to do without in NoTaxLand from the pictures:

Picture 1. We see rows of books, magazines, story hours and special displays.

Picture 2. We see lawns, trees, drinking fountains, a playground and lots of

benches.

Picture 3. We see a tar-maker, concrete truck, heavy diggers and rollers and

lots of other heavy equipment.
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WHO PAYS TAXES?

Everyone pays taxes! And not just adults. Governments make children pay

taxes too when you buy things. Sometimes the extra money you pay is clearly

labelled "t C. Sometimes it is not. But it is there just the same.

Generally, wealthier persons pay more taxes because they are able to.

HOW MANY TAXES ARE THERE?

Most people have 5 fingers on each hand.

Not so with "3-Fingered-Lafty." Let's ask Lefty

to exp!ain the 3 main kinds of taxes.

Finger 1. Lefty says people and

businesses pay taxes on

the money they earn.

(Income Taxes)

Finger 2. Lefty alsasays people pay taxes on -the things they buy. (Sales Taxes),

Finger 3. The third main tax, according to Lefty, is on land and buildings called

REAL ESTATE. (Property Taxes)

3-Fingered Lefty wants to know if you think the opposite of "Real" Estate is

"False" Estate? Not so. "Real" Estate is just seldom moved from place to place.

Other personal property usually is. (Toys, shoes, autos, furniture, appliances, jewelry,

books, etc.)
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GO ON A TAX HUNT!

See if you can locate sales slips or cash register "tapes" from stores or super-

markets. This is what one may look like:

NOV 14 .11 ON Ole 21

ART! ir 000.43
AIX 02000.

SA NOM"
BM I( 005.00*

aiti6A 71- OM 55

Thahk Yoi

Some of the supermarket tapes are so long

they look like snakes! See if you can

"crack" the secret code that shows where

the extra money, tax, was added to the

costs. When you can, show it to a friend

or your teacher.

Hint: Also see telephone bills, light bills,

and others.

CASH REGISTER GAME

3 Fingered Lefty will help us by ringing up tax items on his special cash register.

Remember he has only three fingers, so there are only three "keys " Most cash regis-

ters have lots more.

The three keys are:

(1) Tax on earned money.

(2)- Tax on bought items.

(3) Tax on property.

Read the statements at the left. in each case, a tax must be paid. Decide which

one of the 3 tax keys Lefty should use for each situation:

(1) A Bluebird gets a tax bill for the nest he has just built.

(2) A Skunk buys a new brand of chemical STINKO.

88-
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(3) A Beaver completes a dam for a Bear and is

getting paid.

(4) A Lioness gets a bill on some empty land she uses

for hunting.

(5) A hungry Octopus with bad eyes has to buy his

crayfish from the fish store.

(6) A winning Racehorse gets a tax bill.

(7) A Goat gets a bill on his favorite junkyard.

(8) A skinny Dog starts buying his own meat

from the butcher.

(9) A Fox is rewarded with money for protecting a

farmer's chickens.

(10) A Horse, tired of iron shoes, buys a pair of sneakers.*

Tax Key Number

FINISH THIS STORY

In a certain land, the people wanted more and more services from their govern-

ment. But, they also wanted to have their taxes reduced, so ...

*You may know the item as "tannis shoes" or "deck shoes"
or in your part of this HUGE country
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LOBBYING

"Even if you convince me, you won't convince me

she's a girl, and girls aren't invited to my party."

( with apologies to Aristophanes )

t
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Massive research has been conducted on the premise that

school characteristics affect students' performance (Mahan &

Mahan, 1971; Iucio, 1973; Featherstone, 1974). There is an

equally explicit and implicit conviction shared by many edu-

cationists that the amount of financial resources available

to schools will determine the characteristics of these schools

and the eventual quality of ,students' schoolings. Indeed, ran-

ges and scopes of programs, degree of adequacy of physical and

instructional facilities, kinds of resource personnel available

are, to a considerable extent, affected by the size of opera-

tional budgets of

(1970) and Thomas

cation to schools

ities, income and

present system.

Pursuing this trend of observation,

the school systems. Guthrie and his associates

(1968) asserted that disparity of money allo-

reinforce& "inequality of knowledge, opportun-

social standing" already conspicuous in the

the present survey was

primarily concerned with mapping, from two macro-factors: finan-

cial sponsorship and medium of instruction, student mobility

rates and their outlets. While analysis of macro-factors such

as intra--school structure, socio- psychological and demographic

characteristics of individual students would allow a researcher

to pinpoint basic factors for student movements, the selection

of the two macro-factors, by far, offer the most convenient and
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relevant indicator of inter-school differences, in a social setting

such as Hlatof Hong Kong where the study was conducted. Together

these two factors constituted the basic grids by which schools, in

Hong Kong and a number of countries in the British Commonwealth

are categorized. Findings from the present survey would offer a

discernable basis fOr cross-cultural comparlson:

With reference to financial sponsorship, schools in Hong Kong

fell into three categories: those fully financed by the govern-

ment (government schools), those partly financed by government

and partly by church groups or charity organizations (aided schools),

and those run entirely by individuals or groups (private schools).

As a rule, government schools have the greatest operational budgets

and as such, have the best facilities and competent teaching staff.

Private schools, having budgets derived mostly, if not entirely,

from students' tuition fees, are much inferior to government

schools in many respects. Aided schools fall somewhere in between

these two conditions.

With reference to medium of instruction, schools in Hong Kong

as in the case of many British Commonwealth countries, could be

classified into two types: 1) those adopting English as the medium

of instruction (Anglo-Chinese Schools) and 2) those using native

language in instruction (Chinese schools).
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The combination of these two factors resulted in six types:

Anglo-Chinese Government, Anglo-Chinese aided, Anglo-Chinese pri-

vate, Chinese Government, Chinese aided, and Chinese private

schools, which represented all the major kinds of academic secon-

dary schools in the colony. Given the observed diversity of school

characteristics as reflected by these tioselected factors, with no

laws as those of North America to enforece attendance of schools

by geographical proximity, four questions emerged that governed

the present investigations -:

(1) Were there significant differences among various -types of

schools with respect to students' mobility rate?

(2) Were there inter-class differences in student mobility

in the various types of schools?
V

(3) Where did students who left the schools they last at:::

tended to go?

(4) Was the mobility rates related to that of drop-outs?

In the present context, mobility of students is perceived to

embrace such phenomena as transfer to other local schools, trans-

fer schools overseas, and dropouts.

DATA COLLECTION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

Altogether, 39 secondary schools with a gross student popula-

tion of 31,503 were involved in the survey (Table 1). Information

regarding student mobility rate was provided by principals and

teachers concerned. The various outlets of students were given by

parents whenever they could be located. Data collection, starting
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in January, 1973, was completed in March of the same year.

Test of significance for proportion (z) and correlational

analysis were the major statistical techniques employed in the

data analysis.
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Results

By z-comparisons it was found that among Anglo-Chinese sec-

ondary schools, student mobility rates of the Government schools

was significantly smaller than that of either aided (z=8.023I
:

P > .01) or private schools (z=10.71; P .01) and that of aided

schools in turn, was smaller than the private schools (z=5.91 ;

P .01). Among Chinese secondary schools, the same pattern oc-

curred except that aided schools were not significantly different

from private schools. Comparing schools by medium of instruction,

it was found that Chinese aided and private schools had greater

student transfer rate than their counterparts in the Anglo-Chinese

stream (zs = 11.2 and 3.5 respectively). In terms of student mo-

lbility rate, Chinese secondary schools operated by Government

were not significantly different from Government Anglo-Chinese

schools.

It would seem from the analysis that schools which were bet-

ter financed and which used English as the medium of instruction

had- a more stable student population. While the relationship

between adequacy of funds and stability of student population

could be readily understood in terms of physical facilities,

human and material resources available to students, that medium

of instruction should affect mobility of students, remains diffi-

cult to comprehend. I might not be far-fetched.to postulate that

perhaps in colonial social settings, with English as the offici-

al language, schools adopting that language medium for
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instructional purpose carry greater social prestige than those

using the Native language. It is also likely that graduates from

those English speaking schools find it easier to get good jobs.

TABLE II

Z-COMPARISONS-0E-STUDENT MOBILITY RATES
BY CLASS LEVELS

FI F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7

FI

F2

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7-

2.75*

5.13*

5.31

4.21*

4.31*

3.57*

2.48+

2.92*

2.59*

2.88*

2.91*

.0.65

1.15

1.57

0.77

0.72

1.17

2.29+

0.44

2.05 1.88

* sig. at 0.01 level

+ sig. at 0.05 level

To the question: "at what class level is such mobility rate most

conspicuous? a.nalysis of data (Table II) revealed that students in

Forms 1, 2, 3 and 6 are far w-re mobile than those in Forms 4, 5 and 7.

Two possible reasons can be postulated. First, Forms 4, 5 and 7 are

the periods when curriculum is highly geared to public
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examinations. And as each school tends to cover curriculum in

different paces and with different orders of procedure, transfer

at these levels would almost be impossible. Second, these are

the_levels where internal screenings through examinations are

comparatively few in numbers and thus is ensured some degree of

stability of student population.

TABLE III

Z-COMPARISONS OF MALE AND FEMALE STUDENT MOBILITY.RATES
IN VARIOUS CLASS LEVELS

Class
Levels

Male students
Who Transferred

No.

Female students
Who Transferred

No.

-Z-CompariSon
between Male
and Female

Fl 194 50.53 190 49.47 0.2916

F2 210 56.45 162 43.55 3.5861*

F3 180 55.22 146 44.78 2.695*

F4 153 63.75 87 36.25 6.1521*

F5 50 68.49 23 31.51 4.4836*

F6 42 72.42 16 27.58 4.836*

F7 7 77.77 2 22.23 2.3578+

Total 836 57.18 626 42.82 8.3063*

* sig. at 0.01
+ sig. at 0.05

Of some degree of interest in examining student mobility by

class levels was some detected differences of patterns between
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male and female students. In Form 1, there was no difference in

mobility by sex, as both groups were high. In Form 2, female

students surpassed male students in their mobility (z=3.59;

sig. at 0.01). In all other forms (3-7) the situation was the

other way around (Table III).

Inference can perhaps.be drawn here that there is a great

modification of traditional societal prejudice against female

children in the family. If they survive the earlier stages of

screening in schools (Formsl and 2), they are given the opportu-

nities of continuing their secondary schooling. For those who

do' not make it in earlier forms, however, the pressure on female

children to drop out from schools is still strong.

To the next question "Where did those students who trans-

ferred go?" Table IV summarizes the answers"some.of which bear

great social significance. Three major outlets could indeed be

iddntified: There were 46% of students who transferred to other

schools; some 18% continued their studies abroad; and about 36%

dropped out. Within the last category, about 20% could be located

as joining various working ranks. A significant proportion (16%)

could not be traced.
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Comparing these figures by types of schools, it is fairly evi-

dent that the majority of the students who left the Anglo-Chinese

Government schools were transferred to other schools and this was

strikingly different from students of almost all other types.

The proportion of students in Anglo-Chinese aided D! contin-

uing their studies in other schools were likewise significantly

greater than Anglo-Chinese private schools, Chinese aided and

private schools. (Table V) These seem to suggest that students

in 'better' schools have a greater chance of transfer to other

schools when they were compelled to do so. In light of other

evidence from the =s4 idy, one can further infer that mobility of

students is almost exclusively unidirectional so that students

eliminated from Goverment schools through examinations are !'.1,c-

commodated" in aided schools and those eliminated in aided

schools are "placed" in good private schools and those who failed

to achieve to standards in good private schools might be compelled

to continue-`in-second- rate private schools and so on.

TABLE V

Z-COMPARISONS OF VARIOUS SCHOOLS IN PROPORTION OF
STUDENTS WHO TRANSFERRED TO OTHER SCHOOLS

ANGLO-CHINESE CHINESE
Govt. Aided Private Govt. Aided

Aided (A.C.)
Privace (A.C.)
Government (C)
Aided (C)

Private (C)

3.08*
5.60*
0.58
5.10*
4.59*

4.0

6.00*
-1.95
4.65*
3.88*

-4.13
-0.73
-1.76

4114 4011

3.70*
3.30*

40D 011D

0.93

A.C. = Anglo-Chinese Schools * sig. at C.01 level
C. = Chinese schools

00013
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Regarding the second major outlet--continuing education

abr,ad, it was found that private schools of both Chinese and

Anglo-Chinese stream, and Anglo-Chinese aided schools had sig-

nificantly higher proportion of students who went abroad than

Government schools and Chinese aided schools. (Table VI) A

possible explanation for this, following the foregoing postula-.

tion, is that as transfer to better local schools is unattain-

able, going abroad is the only way of furthering their studies.

This accounts for a significant number of stuec-,ts leaving for

South East Asian countries, Europe and North America every year.

TABLE VI

Z-COMPARISONS OF VARIOUS SCHOOLS IN PROPORTION OF
STUDENTS WHO WENT OVERSEAS

ANGLO-CHINESE CHINESE

Govt. Aided Private Govt. Aided Private

Aided (A.C.)

Private (A.C.) -1.93 --.71 --

Government (C) 0 1.52 1.59 --

Aided (C) .12 3.88* 4.33* 0.10

Private (C) -2.81* 3.33* -2.31* -2.32* -6.06* IND

A.C. = Anglo-Chinese Schools * sig. at 0.01 level

C. = Chinese Schools

While studying abroad is appealing to a great majority of stud-

ents, the expenses involved may just be too much for students from

00014
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lower-middle and working class families. Thus, it is not sur-

prising to find that the drop-outs were twice as high in propor-

tion to that of going abroad. (Table IX) Of this drop-out figure

a significant greater portion came from Anglo-Chinese and Chinese

private schools and schools of other. types.

Among those who dropped out, one alternative outlet would be

to work. Some 20% in total, in fact, were engaged in one kind of

work or another. A significantly higher proportion of dropouts

from Anglo-Chinese private schools and Chinese private schools

were engaged in work than those in Government and aided schools.

(Table VII) This tends to confirm the earlier suggestion about

unequal opportunities for education among students, the very moment

they were admitted to a certain type of school.

TABLE VII

Z-COMPARISON OF VARIOUS SCHOOLS IN PROPORTION OF
STUDENTS WHO WORKED

ATM° CBINFSP
Aided Private Govt,

CTITNP0S.
Aided Private

Govt.

Aided (A.C.)

Private (A.C.)

Government (C)

Aided (C)

Private (C)

-1.33

-2.89*

-0.49

-1.68

-2.14*

00

-5.66*.

0.57

-1.13

-0.84

lia

2.21+

3.47*

2.50+

0.92

1.34

III MI

1.15 .111

A.C. Anglo-Chinese Schools * sig. at 0.01 level
C. a Chinese Schools + sig. at 0.05 level
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An even more hazardous prospect that awaits students who

drop out from schools is unemployment. Similar to all highly

industrialized and competitive societies, employment in Hong

Kong for those who receive little schooling are quite slim, It

would, perhaps, not be too farfetched to postulate that the 1670

of students who could not be traced might have ended up in one

kind of miserable plight or another.. Indeed, these are the cases

parents were most reluctant to provide information in the survey.

Juvenile delinquency is becoming very serious in recent years and

many government papers point to early drop-out as a basic cause

of crimes committed by adolescents. Much, indeed, needs to be

done in this area before more definite relationship can be ascer-

tained.

To the last question of whether mobility rate was related to

drop-outs, findings from this survey indicated that this was so.

(r = .7388 isg. at 0.01). This is contrary to some studies done

in the States (Zeller, 1966). Perhaps, differences between east

and west societal milieus must be studied in greater depth before

the controversy can be resolved'.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In charting mobility and outlets of secondary students in

Hong Kong by types of schools using factors that are embedded in

many educational systems in the Commonwealth countries, the present
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survey detected that students in financially better-off and soci-

ally more prestigious schools were the least mobile. Looking more

closely at the trend of mobility, it was fcund that students from

better schools had greater chance of transfer to other local schools.

For those who were eliminated from the less prestigious schools,

the alternatives available were two-fold, depending on their social

backgrounds. To a few who came from middle and upper classes to

study abroad was the route normally taken. To the majority of

students, the foreseeable outlet would be to join the working ranks.

In fac...t of scarcity of jobs, a grdat proportion ended up unemployed

and in places unaccounted for. Many attributes, not without some

evidence, increasing social unrest and juvenile delinquencies to

the unemployed youth. In light of this probability, the government

concerned.should take a serious look at the funding system, devise

some measure of bringing about equity of subSidies to schools or

increase the number of vocationa. schools to house the academically

under-achievers. Unless some steps are taken in this direction,

the misgiving of the present educational system will continue to

create social disorder.

On0.1.7
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